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In this note it is shown that any finite directed graph of strong connectivity 
n contains either a vertex with indegree n, a vertex with outdegree n, or an edge 
whose removal does not decrease the connectivity. This is a directed graph 
counterpart of Halin’s theorem on undirected graphs. It is pointed out that 
only a few preparations and modifications are necessary to make his proof 
valid for directed graphs. 
Halin proved [3] that any finite undirected graph with connectivity n 
contains either a vertex with degree (= valency) n or an edge whose 
removal does not decrease the connectivity, where the degree of a vertex 
is the number of edges which meet (or are incident with) it. In this note 
we shall extend Halin’s above-mentioned result to directed graphs. 
Let G( V, E) be a finite directed graph (or digraph), where V’ is the set of 
vertices and EC V x V is the set of edges. The edge (u, v) E E is said to be 
directed,from u to U. We do not allow loops or multiple edges. Let us define 
two functions r+ and F- from the set of all subsets of V into itself by 
VBCVzI’+B={u~V~u~Band(u,v)~E}-B, 
vcrvzr-C=( u~V/v~Cand(u,v)~E}-CC. 
The indegree, din(v), and outdegree, dout(v), of a vertex v E V are defined 
respectively by din(v) = F-(v) and doUt(v) = F+(v). A sequence of distinct 
vertices vOul a** vJ, where I > 1 and (vi, ui+l) EEfor i = 0, I,..., I - 1, is 
called a path (directed from v,, to vl) and v,, and v1 are end vertices of the 
path. This path will be referred to as a [uO , v&path. A digraph G( V, E) is 
strongZy connected iff either 1 V 1 = 1 or for any two distinct vertices, 
u, v E V, there is a [u, VI-path and a Iv, u&path. A maximal strongly 
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connected subgraph is called a (strongly connected) component of the 
digraph. A set of [u, v]-paths is called disjoint iff no pair of paths in the set 
has any vertices in common except the end vertices. 
Given G( V, E), let T C K In the following, G - 7’ shall denote the 
subgraph of G which consists of all vertices of G not in T and all edges of G 
that do not meet any vertex of T. T separates (or disconnects) G iff G - T 
is not strongly connected, and T separates (or disconnects) two vertices a, b 
of G iff they belong to different components of G - T. A digraph G(V, E) 
is strongly n-connected iff 1 V 1 > n + 1 and no set consisting of less than 
n vertices separates G. The maximum such n is called the connectioity K 
of the digraph. Thus K = / V 1 - 1 for a complete digraphl and any 
digraph with connectivity K is strongly n-connected for all integers 
1 < n < K. We call G minimally n-connected (or edge critical) iff no edge 
can be removed without destroying the strong n-connectedness of G. 
Let T = (tI , tZ ,..., tk) C V and a $ T, and let Pi be a [ti , al-path for 
i = 1, 2,..., k such that Pi and Pj (i # j) have no vertex in common 
except a. Then the union of PI , Pz ,..., PI, is called a [T, a]-fan. If Pi are 
directed in the reverse directions, we have an [a, a-fan. 
THEOREM (Menger-Dirac [2,4]). The minimum number of vertices 
separating two vertices a and 6, such that (a, b) 4 E, in a digraph G(V, E) is 
equal to the maximum number of disjoint [a, b&paths in G. 
THEOREM (Whitney [5]). A digraph G is n-connected zx for every pair 
of distinct vertices a, b of G there is a set of n disjoint [a, b]-paths. 
Since the removal of an edge eliminates at most one path between any 
pair of vertices, Whiteney’s theorem implies that if a digraph with 
connectivity K is minimally n-connected, then n = K. 
We now want to prove: 
THEOREM. Every finite minimally strongly n-connected digraph contains 
either a vertex with outdegree n or a vertex with indegree n or both. 
Note that Hahn’s theorem for undirected graphs follows from the above 
theorem if a given undirected graph is converted to a digraph by replacing 
each edge (u, U) by two directed edges (u, a) and (a, u). 
It is easy to see that Halin’s two lemmas are valid for digraphs if 
“adjacent vertices a, b” is replaced by “(a, b) E E” and if “n-connected” is 
replaced by “strongly n-connected”. 
1 For the purpose of this note, a diagraph G( V, E) is complete if E = V x V - 
&eYf(~, v)]. Otherwise it is incomplete. 
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In order to prove our Theorem, we need two additional lemmas. Let 
P = (A, B, C) be a partition of the vertex set V of a digraph G( V, E), that 
is to say, A, B, C are pairwise disjoint and A u B u C = V. Consider now 
the set P of all those partitions which satisfy 
B,C # %, (1) 
A = I-C = P-B. (2) 
Figure 1 indicates:only those edges which can exist among the three blocks 
of a partition that satisfy (1) and (2). 
A =l-‘C -4s 
V=AUBiJC 
FIG. 1. A 3-b&k partition of V. 
LEMMA 1. The connectivity K of an incomplete digraph G( V, E) is given 
by K = rninDEP {I!A 1 1 A is the first block in p = (A, B, C)}. 
Proof. Obvious from the definition of the connectivity. 1 
LEMMAS. LetP,,=((A,B,C)~P(~A~=~andIC~=minunder 
the condition I A j = K}. Then C in any p = (A, B, C) E PO is strongly 
connected. 
Proof, Assume the assertion is not true. There must be two disjoint 
sets C, and C, such that C, , C, # 0, and C = C, u C, , and such that 
no edge (u, v) exists with u E C, and v E C, . Now unite C, with B. Then 
) C 1 is decreased, a contradiction. m 
Proof of the Theorem. We can now proceed to the proof of our 
Theorem. Halin’s approach is essentially to show that for any minimally 
strongly n-connected digraph we have 1 C I = 1 for V(A, B, C) E PO . His 
proof is valid with the following modifications. It should be clear where 
Lemmas 1 and 2 have to be invoked. In order to visualize the situation, 
Fig. 2 will be of great help. (r, d are used in Fig. 2 instead of r+, P, 
respectively.) 
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FIG. 2. Illustration for the proof of the theorem. 
Necessary Modifications to Halin’s Proof 131. The conditions on x, y, z, 
and a in his proof [3, p. 152,2nd and 3rd paragraphs] should be replaced by 
(x, v> E E, (z, u) E E, &(.Y) > H, and (a, .Y) E E. 
Case 1. Pi should be defined as a [ti , al-path. ti(i = I,],..., h) should 
satisfy (x, ti) E E. 
Case 2. Pi should be defined as a [ti , b]-path. R should be a [b, a]- 
path. 
Case 3. a’ satisfies (a’, y) E E and we may assume that every vertex 
such that (a, v) E E belongs to C(x) u T u T’. 
FINAL REMARK 
The result in this note has some practical singificance in “network 
diagnosis” [l]. A minimally strongly n-connected digraph represents in 
some sense an optimum test connection among units of a network. 
Finding faulty units in such an arrangement is particularly easy. 
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